




Lost in Forest:
Inhale & exhale

Participant ID 
ASDA24-20037



The tropical hospitality bathroom strives to bring nature into the space while keeping things private, though this
can limit how we use the area. My goal is to overcome these constraints with multifunctional design.

• I aimed for a Balance, ensuring each area—vanity, bathtub, shower, and toilet—is user-friendly.
• Seamless traffic in the space, while opening the horizon through linkable design from floor to ceiling.
• Sanitary products, chosen for their functions and cleanliness, fill the area with shiny surfaces and fit for

everyone.
• Material are implied through, the welcoming touch of wooden doors in the shower and toilet area seamlessly

blends with sustainable features like glass block and one-sided glass. These elements allow natural light to
dance upon the grey tile and polished concrete, creating a warm, stone-like ambiance. The addition of white
tiles in the shower and toilet enhances the overall atmosphere, offering a relaxing and inviting environment
while promoting cleanliness and sustainability.
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Total Bathroom Floor Area (sqm) 9.78 (sqm)
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SINK SHOWERBATHTUB TOILET



The space is design to welcome the user at the center by adding ambient sanitary product as a delusional sculpture while vibrant the 
design with two vertical LED stripe. Each sanitary is glossy for its chrome surface create a clean space through its reflection.

Furthermore, The location and height where they are placed are purposely put to minimize for space incident.



Through color tone and product selection, this toilet will perform the hollow space with utility the allow user to fully have the home toilet 
accessibility while adding the fragrance to enhance the smell for the overall performance.



From every corner of the space, this semi-private space inhales the energy from the surrounding and exhale the tightening feeling 
through design and greenery view. Via this one-way glass and glass block, give no worry to privacy loss. This fluidity shape that flows 

through air lower eye distraction while creating calm and sense of touches through the materials. Some equipment are hidden 
underneath to allow users to fully functionate the upper space widely. Since reflective glossy is sensitive to slippery, the linear bath 

textile adding indirect sense of awareness to the space. 





A tropical man-made design
that fulfil the sense of nature to
usable space. The materials
vary in monochrome tone to
harmony the overall area
performance. It evolves
through time giving the
excitement and admirable
moment for each user.

Light can penetrate through
glass to create ambient
environment connection
between indoor and outdoor, in
term of sustainability, it also
disinfect the bacteria faster
from the space and surface. At
the adjacency between user
and product, soft light casted
through glass block vary from
white to yellow, akin from dawn
till dusk like a livable art.

POLISHED
CONCRETE

GLASS BLOCK
200 x 100 x50 mm

WALNUT PLYWOOD

BISCUIT TILE
RIPPLED

GREY MAT /
REFLECTIVE TILE

600 x 600 mm

ONE-WAY GLASS

GLASS BLOCK
190 x 190 x 80 mm



Use the space on the right to:

1. Indicate the list of 
American Standard 
products used with the 
template on the right.

1. State the reason for 
selecting each product and 
why you believe it 
addresses the needs of 
travelers in hospitality 
bathroom spaces.

You may use more than one 
slide if required.

Product Name Product Image Reason for Selection

1

Neo Modern Basin Vessel Wt Shinny Surface
Neo modernism style
User-friendly product
Fit with overall design
Easy to clean

2

Neo Modern Extended Basin 
Mixer with Pop-up Drain

Glossy surface
Neo modern collection
Slim shape
Easy to clean

3

P-trap For Basin (Stainless) Glossy Surface
Modern look
Easy to blend within grey material

4

Active Tub With Pop-up Waste & 
Overflow

Glossy surface
Give value to openness
User-friendly
Easy to clean and sustainably humidified under sunlight



Use the space on the right to:

1. Indicate the list of 
American Standard 
products used with the 
template on the right.

1. State the reason for 
selecting each product and 
why you believe it 
addresses the needs of 
travelers in hospitality 
bathroom spaces.

You may use more than one 
slide if required.

Product Name Product Image Reason for Selection

5

Acacia Evolution Deck‐Mount 
Bath & Shower Mixer

Glossy surface
Multi functional set
Balance with bathtub
Easy to clean

6

Brass Floor Drain 10x10cm 
W_Flap

Glossy Surface
The need for wet area
Luxury touch 

7

MOONSHADOW 400 ‐ SHOWER 
KIT

Glossy surface
Luxury look
Vibrant design
Easy to clean

8

RainClick Push Button 3‐function Glossy surface
Multi functional shower head
User-friendly product
Easy to clean



Use the space on the right to:

1. Indicate the list of 
American Standard 
products used with the 
template on the right.

1. State the reason for 
selecting each product and 
why you believe it 
addresses the needs of 
travelers in hospitality 
bathroom spaces.

You may use more than one 
slide if required.

Product Name Product Image Reason for Selection

1

Wall Outlet with Holder - Square 
(G1/2”)

Glossy surface
The need for water inlet
Serve as optional shower head holder when someone can’t 
reach the MOONSHADOW 400

2

EasySET for Hand Shower (Water 
Level Adjuster)

Glossy surface
Premium collection
User-friendly product
Icon illustration
Shower head adjuster
Easy to clean

3

EasySET for Head Shower Glossy surface
Premium collection
User-friendly product
Icon illustration
Rain shower adjuster
Easy to clean

4

EasySET Concealed 
Thermostatic Mixer with Trim

Glossy surface
Premium collection
User-friendly product
Icon illustration
Temperature water adjuster
Easy to clean



Use the space on the right to:

1. Indicate the list of 
American Standard 
products used with the 
template on the right.

1. State the reason for 
selecting each product and 
why you believe it 
addresses the needs of 
travelers in hospitality 
bathroom spaces.

You may use more than one 
slide if required.

Product Name Product Image Reason for Selection

1

EasySET 250 mm Square Brass 
Rain Shower Head

Glossy surface
Diversity concept approaches
Easy to clean

2

Acacia Evolution Ceiling Shower Glossy surface
Rain shower head supporter ( needed )

3

Acacia SupaSleek One‐Piece 
Toilet (S-Trep 305mm)

Glossy surface
Concept approach
Vibrant form
User-friendly product

4

DuoSTiX Hygiene Spray 
(Chrome_Matte Black)

Glossy surface with highlighted black head
Vibrant to the space volume
Easy to use
Easy to clean



Use the space on the right to:

1. Indicate the list of 
American Standard 
products used with the 
template on the right.

1. State the reason for 
selecting each product and 
why you believe it 
addresses the needs of 
travelers in hospitality 
bathroom spaces.

You may use more than one 
slide if required.

Product Name Product Image Reason for Selection

1

Wall Outlet ‐ Round (G1/2”) Glossy surface
Sprayer water inlet
Shape is suited with sprayer
Easy to clean

2

Concept Square Single Tissue 
Holder w/s MB

Multi function
Vibrant design
Give volume to space
Easy to clean 

3

4



Design Story – Limit to 150 words per answer.

● What is the inspiration for your design?

● How does the design fulfill the need of the target users?

● How does the design fulfill the design challenge?

● How does the choice of products contribute to the purpose of the design?

In the bustling landscape of the 21st-century urban revolution, where the incessant demands of modern life often leave individuals stressed and mentally fatigued, the need for respite
becomes paramount. Acknowledging the need for an escape, our tropical bathroom beckons guests to a "home away from home". Imagine stepping into our bathroom design like
flipping through the pages of an adventure story inspired by nature. It's like uncovering a hidden waterfall in a lush forest, full of mystery and excitement. This space is crafted to be a
comforting escape from hectic city life, a retreat for tired minds. Picture yourself surrounded by the soothing sounds of tropical birds and flowing water, finding peace in a place where
homey comforts blend seamlessly with the thrill of exploration. My concept creates a simple, relatable story—an escape from the ordinary, inviting guests to rediscover joy and connect
with the healing power of nature.

Travelers who go on a trip away from home, their similar scope is to seek for a second homey refuge to heal their mental and physical stress during their break time. My design is suitable for
a tropical hotel room of 2 to 4 people stay. Typically, deriving from the casual activities flow that normally happen, people who have their tight schedule during the stay, they just share
the space at a time, like Person A uses the vanity space, Person B uses the shower while the rest can have the remaining function. Product placement was critically thought based on
Architecture Data; furthermore, I dived deep into the design that based on different scenarios to reduce the circulation flaw and incident within the space. Material selection is the vital
part that deforms a sense of hygiene, openness and welcome to the overall appearance.

Commonly, the bathroom is isolated and designed within the space. How about the design that opens its energy to both connectivity between all indoor functions and outdoor view
like breath in and out? How to reconnect the space after division? Can this space become more convenient time after time? These are the must-answer questions to lead to a
successful bathroom. I explore through space through emotion, to tackle the tight space after separation, smoothness of eye with the seamless design is implemented. Material Selection
is quite challenging to harmony the space and create calm. Creating a sustainable anti-bacterial killer is quite challenging, even though using the reflective material but without enough
sunlight, there might be the remaining bacteria and stain. So, placing glass where sunlight can cast in for effective cleaning, while glass block allows soft light inside.

First of all, to select the right product, I identified the design and user experience through each facility and try to find the answer to the question “Is this or that product user-friendly in
term of form, function, color and location?” so that I could place the product correctly. I determined the sanitary to be inspired from the design. Then, by overlooking the detail of its form,
function, and color to make sure it’s suitable for each area. In my design process, I already spared the space for the product to be placed. Furthermore, inside each facility, the products
that I select from collection to customization are varied on 2 intentions to vibrant my design, allow every generation to able to use and learn about the product faster, and provide easiness
for further usage and maintenance.
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